
PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT 

 

In compliance with the provisions of Article 18(a) of the Takeover and Acquisition 
Regulation (Decision No. E/2/2019), issued by the Capital Market Authority on 9th 
May 2019 (Takeover Regulation), the Board of Directors of Alizz Islamic Bank SAOG 
(AIB) wishes to announce that on 17 June 2020 it received the following written 
notice from Oman Arab Bank SAOC (OAB) containing information relating to the 
takeover offer OAB has announced it intends to make to the shareholders of AIB to 
acquire the entire issued share capital of AIB in accordance with the Takeover 
Regulation. 
 

The Board of Directors of AIB hereby confirms that it is not seeking another person 
to make a competing takeover offer for the shares in AIB. 
 

 

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT  
 
THIS IS AN ANNOUNCEMENT OF A TAKEOVER OFFER (“OFFER”) BY OMAN ARAB BANK SAOC (“OAB” OR 
“ACQUIRER” OR “OFFEROR”) ALONGWITH THE TRUST (ESTABLISHED BY OMINVEST AND ARAB BANK PLC, 
ACTING IN CONCERT WITH THE ACQUIRER) TO ACQUIRE 100 PER CENT SHARES OF ALIZZ ISLAMIC BANK 
SAOG (“AIB” OR “TARGET COMPANY”) AT AN OFFER CONSIDERATION (DEFINED IN THIS ANNOUNCEMENT) 
PURSUANT TO THE TAKEOVER AND ACQUISITION REGULATION (E/2/2019) (“TAKEOVER REGULATION”) 
 
THIS ANNOUNCEMENT IS DATED 17TH JUNE 2020 
 

OFFER DETAILS  
 

Offeror Oman Arab Bank SAOC (“OAB”), a closed joint stock company incorporated in 
Oman and registered office at PO Box 2010, Postal Code 112 Ruwi, Oman 
 

Person acting in 
concert with Offeror 

A trust (“Trust”) established by Oman International Development and 
Investment Company SAOG (“OMINVEST”) and Arab Bank Plc (“Arab Bank”) 
as beneficial owners, with Ubhar Capital SAOC (“U Capital”) as trustee of the 
Trust 
 

The Trust The Trust has been established by OMINVEST and Arab Bank (“OAB 
Shareholders”) as beneficial owners, with 51 per cent and 49 per cent 
ownership respectively. Ubhar Capital SAOC (“U Capital”) has been appointed 
as the Trustee of the Trust pursuant to a trust agreement entered into 
between the OAB Shareholders and U Capital.  



 
The Target Alizz Islamic Bank SAOG (“AIB” or “AIB SAOG”), a listed public joint stock 

company on the Muscat Securities Market (“MSM”) incorporated in Oman 
and registered office at P.O. Box 753 CBD Area, 
PC 112, Oman 
 

Offer  The offer by OAB and the Trust to acquire the entire issued share capital of 
AIB SAOG (1,000,000,000 fully paid-up shares as at the Record Date). 
 
Unless elected otherwise by OAB and the Trust, completion of the Takeover 
is subject to (i) acceptance by AIB Shareholders representing a minimum of 
90 per cent of the shares in AIB and (ii) certain AIB shareholders (as listed in 
the Offer Document) accepting the Offer as per their respective undertakings 
issued to OAB. 
 

Offer Dates Offer Opens: 24th June 2020 
Offer Closes: 28th June 2020 
 

Record Date (for 
purpose of the Offer) 

23rd June 2020 
 
 

Suspension Period after 
Record Date 

The trading in AIB shares to be suspended for a period starting from offer 
opening date till the Takeover Completion Date 
 

Offer Objectives The Offeror and the Trust are making this Offer with the following objectives:  
(i) AIB to become a fully owned subsidiary of OAB  
(ii) The shares in AIB are to be delisted from the MSM and AIB shall 

become a closed joint stock company 
(iii) Transfer of Al Yusr (the Islamic banking window of OAB) from OAB 

to AIB, against issue of AIB shares as consideration, and 
(iv) The shares in OAB are to be listed onto the MSM and OAB shall 

become a public joint stock company (subject to Capital Market 
Authority (“CMA”) / MSM / Central Bank of Oman (“CBO”) 
approvals) 
 

Net Asset Value of AIB 
shares 

RO 0.070 per share as of 31 December 2019 
RO 0.069 per share as of 31 March 2020 
 

Market price of AIB 
shares 

The current trading market price of AIB shares on the MSM as at 15th June 
2020 is RO 0.058. 
 

Net Asset Value of OAB 
share 

RO 0.220 per share as of 31 December 2019 
RO 0.213 per share as of 31 March 2020 
 

Final Share Swap Ratio 
(“FSSR”) basis 

Final Share Swap Ratio means a final share swap ratio which, based on the net 
assets of the Banks (OAB and AIB) as at 31 March 2020 and reviewed by their 
respective external auditors (KPMG for both OAB and AIB), was determined 
to be 80.64:19.36, and as such entitles each Continuing AIB Shareholder to 



receive 0.323 shares in OAB SAOC for every one (1) share he holds in AIB 
SAOG. 
 

Description Based on 31st March 2020 

 Net Asset Value (RO ‘000) SWAP Ratio (%age share) 

OAB 286,919 80.64% 

AIB 68,886 19.36% 

Total 355,805 100.00% 
 

 
Exiting AIB 
Shareholders 

 
Those AIB Shareholders who elect to accept the Offer in exchange for Cash 
Consideration [and satisfy the Cash Acceptance Qualification provided that 
the maximum number of AIB Shareholders who shall be eligible to receive 
Cash Consideration shall be AIB Shareholders representing in aggregate 24.99 
per cent of the total issued share capital of AIB SAOG. 
 

Consideration Shares The new shares in OAB SAOC, issued by OAB SAOC to the Continuing AIB 
Shareholders, calculated by reference to the Final Share Swap Ratio. 
 

Cash Consideration Cash to be paid by the Trust to the Exiting AIB Shareholders, calculated by 
reference to the net asset value of the number of shares in OAB SAOC such 
Exiting AIB Shareholder would have been entitled to receive in accordance 
with the terms of this Offer had such Exiting AIB Shareholder been a 
Continuing AIB Shareholder. Accordingly, this equates to RO 0.0688 for each 
AIB share held by the Exiting AIB Shareholder. 
 

Offer details - options 
and consideration 

AIB Shareholders, who choose to accept this Offer, may exercise the option 
to either receive the Consideration Shares (to be issued by OAB as per the 
Final Share Swap Ratio) or, for those AIB Shareholders who satisfy the Cash 
Acceptance Qualification, receive Cash Consideration (payable by the Trust), 
provided such consideration do not exceed the amount equivalent to 24.99 
per cent of the total issued share capital of AIB SAOG.  
 
Subject to the terms of this Offer, an AIB Shareholder may only receive 
Consideration Shares or Cash Consideration. No part Consideration Shares 
and part Cash Consideration is offered to any AIB Shareholder. 
 

Cash Acceptance 
Qualification 

The following qualifications for an AIB Shareholder, who accepts the Offer in 
return for Cash Consideration as opposed to Consideration Shares:  

• to be a Shari’a compliant juristic AIB Shareholder (as declared on the 
Acceptance Form); and  

• an AIB Shareholder whose shares in AIB SAOG are not subject to an 
Encumbrance, 
 

provided that the maximum number of AIB Shareholders who shall be eligible 
to receive Cash Consideration in aggregate holding 24.99 per cent of the total 
issued share capital of AIB SAOG. 
 



Encumbrance AIB shares pledged by AIB Shareholder with any financial institution or 
blocked due to restriction or court order from any court or related authority.  
 

Compulsory Acquisition As provided in the Takeover Regulation, once AIB Shareholders holding 90 per 
cent or more of the shares in AIB SAOG accept the Offer, subject to regulatory 
approvals, OAB intends to exercise the "squeeze-out" provisions of Articles 62 
to 65 (inclusive) of the Takeover Regulation. [Subject to regulatory approvals, 
those AIB Shareholders whose shares are acquired pursuant to the above 
mentioned "squeeze-out" provisions shall only be entitled to receive 
Consideration Shares].  
 
OAB has already received irrevocable and unconditional undertakings from 
AIB Shareholders holding more than 92 per cent of the shares in AIB (77 per 
cent opted for Consideration Shares and 15 per cent opted for Cash 
Consideration). Therefore, after the Offer Closing Date, no separate notice will 
be issued by OAB to the AIB Shareholders regarding the Compulsory 
Acquisition. 
 
Please refer to the Cash Consideration for Squeezed-out shareholders.  
 

Takeover Completion The completion of the Takeover which shall occur on the date the 
Consideration Shares are issued to the Continuing AIB Shareholders and the 
Cash Consideration is paid to the Exiting AIB Shareholders post completion of 
the Offer Period and implementation of the Compulsory Acquisition.   
 

Cash Consideration for 
Squeezed-out 
shareholders 

AIB Shareholders, if they so desire, will have the opportunity to exchange their 
Consideration Shares for cash (equivalent Cash Consideration they would 
have received if they were an Exiting AIB Shareholder), provided (i) they 
inform the Offer Manager in writing, within a period of 30 calendar days from 
the Offer Closing Date and (ii) such Consideration Shares are unencumbered. 
 
Such shareholders shall, after exercising this opportunity, shall no longer be 
treated as Continuing AIB Shareholders.  
 

Continuing AIB 
Shareholders 

Those AIB Shareholders who: 
(a) (i) accept the Offer and opt to receive Consideration Shares; or (ii) 

accept the Offer and opt to receive Cash Consideration [but do not 
satisfy the Cash Acceptance Qualification]; and 

(b) fail to respond to the Offer and are deemed to have accepted the 
Offer pursuant to the "squeeze-out" provisions of Articles 62 to 65 
(inclusive) of the Takeover Regulations.   

 
Mechanism to 
exchange  the 
Consideration Shares 
received by AIB 
Shareholders through 
Compulsory 

1. The 30-day window after the Takeover Completion is available only 
for eligible AIB shareholders to receive cash, whose shares were 
acquired through Compulsory Acquisition as set out herein. It is 
clarified that this exchange window is not available for any other 
person(s) including those who purchase or otherwise acquire OAB 
shares after the Takeover Completion date. Further, such eligible 



Acquisition, and in 
return, receive 
equivalent Cash 
Consideration from the 
Trust 

shareholders are free to exercise this exchange as per the terms or 
retain the new OAB SAOG shares or sell the new OAB SAOG shares in 
the market, at prevailing market price, after OAB SAOG is listed on the 
MSM.   
 

2. Such exchange for cash is also subject to the provision that the 
maximum number of AIB Shareholders who shall be eligible to receive 
Cash Consideration in aggregate holding 24.99 per cent of the total 
issued share capital of AIB SAOG. 
 

3. The exchange of OAB shares by the Trust for cash under the 30-day 
window is a part of the Takeover Offer.  The purpose of offering this 
window is to provide additional time to those individual AIB 
Shareholders, whose shares were compulsorily acquired, to exchange 
the OAB shares received by them for cash, if they so desire. Hence 
the shares received by the Trust through this process does not 
amount to another acquisition, as defined in the Takeover and 
Acquisition Regulation. 
 

4. The procedure for exchange of the new OAB SAOG shares under the 
30-day window will be through an "off market" settlement and the 
eligible AIB shareholders will receive the equivalent cash 
consideration from the Trust, net of MSM/ MCD fees or charges as 
applicable.  By submitting their application to the Offer Manager, 
such AIB shareholders are authorising MSM/MCD to carry out all 
actions as may be required for effecting the exchange by debiting the 
relevant OAB SAOG shares from their MCD account in return for cash 
consideration from the Trust.  

 
Offer Rationale 

 
The Takeover will result in the formation of a stronger banking institution that 
the management of OAB envisages should become more competitive, both 
locally and regionally. Through the Takeover, the management of OAB aims 
to enhance shareholder value and promote the development of OAB in line 
with the larger industry-wide trend towards consolidation to create a financial 
institution which is more cost efficient and has better economies of scale. The 
expected increase in the customer base and branch network will also assist 
the management of OAB to drive further market penetration and identify 
opportunities to exploit unified synergies. The Takeover will result in several 
major benefits, including (i) AIB will be recapitalized and will have strong 
support from its parent OAB and its key Shareholders; (ii) Arab Bank with a 49 
per cent shareholding in OAB, will provide significant strategic support to OAB 
and particularly to AIB in its Islamic Banking Business; (iii) the Takeover will 
diversify the shareholder base for OAB; and (iv) a stronger banking institution 
will emerge, capable of playing a bigger role in Oman’s economic growth.  
 
The Takeover is expected to enhance OAB’s overall reach to the growing 
Omani Islamic banking segment through a dedicated Islamic banking 
subsidiary. As at 31 December 2019, the combined Islamic banking assets of 



Al Yusr and AIB represented 18.4 per cent of the total Omani Islamic banking 
market assets (Source: CBO Monthly Statistical Bulletin December 2019). The new 
subsidiary will sit under the umbrella of OAB, a strong and well capitalised 
institution, and will be well positioned to leverage synergies across all group 
entities for Islamic banking products.  
 

Offer Manager Ubhar Capital SAOC, a closed joint stock company incorporated in Oman and 
registered office at PO Box 1137, PC 111, CPO, Oman. 
Ph.: +968 24949 001 
Fax: +968 24949 099 
Email: ubhar-corporatefinance@u-capital.net 

 
OTHER DETAILS  
 

Shares in AIB already 
held by OAB and parties 
acting in concert 

OAB and the Trust hold no equity shares of AIB as of date of this Offer. 
 
OMINVEST and Arab Bank hold no equity shares of AIB as of date of this Offer.   
 

Combination 
Agreement (“CA”) 

Following completion of the financial and legal due diligence and further 
negotiations between OAB and AIB, the banks have entered into a CA dated 
15th June 2020. 
 
The CA has been entered into by the Banks to achieve the objectives of this 
Offer as stated in the Offer Document.  
 

OAB's existing 
arrangements with AIB 
and the major 
shareholders of AIB  

The CA has been signed to document the terms of the Takeover and the steps 
required to be undertaken by each party in connection with the same.  
 
OAB and the major shareholders of AIB (representing in the region of 92 per 
cent of the shares in AIB) have also reached an understanding on their 
response to the Offer and relating to their voting requirements, through 
shareholder undertaking letters. Accordingly, the major AIB shareholders 
holding in the region of 75 per cent of AIB's issued and paid-up share capital 
have undertaken to accept the Offer in return for Consideration Shares, whilst 
a Shari’a compliant institutional shareholder representing in the region of 15 
per cent of AIB's share capital has undertaken to accept the Offer in return for 
Cash Consideration. 
 

Other existing 
arrangements and 
conditions 

Cash Consideration may only be payable to Exiting AIB Shareholders holding 
in aggregate up to 24.99 per cent of the shares in AIB. Further, Cash 
Consideration is available only for those AIB Shareholders who satisfy the Cash 
Acceptance Qualification. 
 
On successful completion of the Offer and the Compulsory Acquisition, the 
following is expected to be completed in due course: 

• The Trust Share Swap shall take place; 

• The AIB Delisting shall take place; 



• OAB to initiate transfer Al Yusr (its Islamic banking window) to AIB 
SAOC, in return for the issue of shares in AIB as consideration; and 

• The OAB SAOG Listing shall take place. 
 

After the Takeover Completion, Arab Bank will hold 49.00 per cent equity of 
OAB while OMINVEST will hold 31.64 per cent and the balance 19.36 per cent 
will be held by the Continuing AIB Shareholders/Trust, which will be 
considered and maintained as public holding on a continuous basis. Arab 
Bank, OMINVEST and parties related to them will not be acquiring any of the 
public holding shares.  
 
The new OAB SAOG will comply with the 25 per cent public shareholding 
spread as required under Article (4) of the Takeover Regulation. Accordingly, 
major shareholders of OAB will arrange to increase the public shareholding 
spread of OAB from 19.36 per cent to 25.00 per cent within two (2) years from 
the date of listing on the MSM as approved by the CMA. 
 
In order to ensure that Arab Bank retains a 49 per cent shareholding in OAB 
post-Takeover, OMNIVEST will sell such number of its shares in OAB to Arab 
Bank as may be needed for Arab Bank to retain a 49 per cent shareholding in 
OAB after the Takeover is completed. 
 
The 49 per cent shareholding of Arab Bank in OAB has been approved by CBO.   
 

Trust Share Swap The process whereby shares in AIB SAOG, held by the Trust following the 
Takeover, are swapped for shares in OAB (to be issued by OAB on terms 
reflecting the Final Share Swap Ratio).  
 

Other Information 
required by Takeover 
Regulation 

1. OAB does not own voting shares, or convertible securities in AIB during 
the 6 months prior to the beginning of the offer period and ending with 
the offer announcement date. 
 

2. The Offeror’s intention with regard to the Target is as follows; 
 

- OAB will inject adequate capital into AIB so that AIB may meet its 
regulatory requirements and support growth of its business. The 
larger net worth of OAB SAOG will provide AIB SAOC additional 
room to grow its business. 

- An integration committee will be constituted for ensuring the 
smooth integration of the business of Al Yusr with AIB and 
stabilize the operations. There will be active support from OAB in 
terms of inter-bank funding and credit lines to manage the 
liquidity of AIB.  

- The wide correspondent bank relationship of OAB and Arab Bank 
will provide additional source of funding and business 
opportunities in the form of remittance business, trade finance 
and money market transactions. 



- Business process reengineering and use of the agile framework to 
execute plans will result in enhanced cost efficiencies and 
improved productivity. 
 

3. OAB intends to delist AIB immediately after successful conclusion of the 
Takeover. The successful completion of the Takeover will result in AIB 
having only 3 shareholders – OAB, OMINVEST, and Arab Bank. AIB will 
accordingly apply to the CMA and MSM for the AIB Delisting and function 
as an SAOC entity. OAB has already obtained CBO approval in this regard. 
 

Other Information A) Neither OAB nor AIB have any outstanding convertible securities  
 

B) As of date of the Offer Document, details of the number and percentage 
holding of voting shares held directly or indirectly by the following persons 
in AIB are as set out below: 
(a) OAB: Nil shares Nil per cent 
(b) the OAB Directors: Nil shares Nil per cent 
(c) the ultimate shareholders of OAB: Nil shares Nil per cent 
(d) the Trust: Nil shares Nil per cent 

 
C) As of date of the Offer Document, details of the number and percentage 

holding of voting shares held, directly or indirectly, by the following 
persons in OAB: 
(a) The OAB Directors do not hold any voting shares in OAB; the 

shareholding details of the ultimate shareholders are provided in 
Chapter 11 of the Offer Document.  

(b) The Trust (persons acting in concert) does not hold, directly or 
indirectly, any shares in OAB. The Trust beneficiaries are the ultimate 
shareholders of OAB. 

(c) The persons who, prior to the sending of the Offer Document, have 
irrevocably committed themselves to accept the Offer do not hold any 
shares directly or indirectly in OAB. 

 

The parties under paragraphs A, B and C above have not dealt in the voting 
shares or convertible securities in question during the period commencing 6 
months prior to the beginning of the Offer Period and ending with the date of 
the Offer Document.  
 

D) Details of the persons who, prior to the Record Date, have irrevocably 
committed to accept the Offer together with details of their shareholding 
in AIB: 

 

# Shareholders Shareholding in AIB 

1 Civil Service Employees Pension Fund 5.60% 

2 ISS Pension Fund 3.36% 

3 ROP Pension Fund 3.36% 

4 Vision Investment Services 3.33% 

5 Royal Court of Affairs 3.36% 

6 Tasameem Real Estate 15.00% 



7 Royal Guard Pension Fund 1.02% 

8 AABAR Investment PJSC (Mubadala) 20.00% 

9 Public Authority for Social Insurance 3.36% 

10 
Al Khonji Development & Investments 
& Al Khonji Investment Holding 7.84% 

11 Ruqayah Development & Investments  0.84% 

12 Huriya LLC 10.00% 

13 First Energy Bank 15.00% 

 Total 92.06% 
 

  
E) Conditions related to the Trust 

 
 OMINVEST and Arab Bank (“The Beneficial Owners”) have set up the Trust 

with the following features: 
 
a. To act in concert with the Offeror for the Takeover. 

 
b. Have a single purpose objective to acquire shares of AIB: Up to 

24.99 per cent of shareholding of AIB (“Share Block”) 
 

c. Immediately after the cash acquisition of the AIB shares as per 
this Offer Document, the Trust will swap these shares for new 
shares to be issued by OAB on the same FSSR.  
 

d. The Trust has the following restrictions (set out in the Trust 
Agreement): 
1. The Trust will not exercise voting rights in respect of the 

OAB shares held by it, i.e. the Trustee will abstain from 
voting 
 

2. The Trustee, U Capital, will use their best endeavors to sell 
the OAB shares (arising from the acquisition and swap of the 
Share Block) through the MSM within a period of six (6) 
months’ subject to any extension approval from the CBO and 
CMA. Any cash generated from such sale will be returned to 
the Beneficial Owners.  
 

3. The Trust will not acquire any further OAB shares at any time 
i.e. it will not purchase additional OAB shares either from 
shareholders or from the market after swap of AIB shares 
with OAB shares except from AIB Shareholders who are 
squeezed-out, if they so desire, who will have the opportunity 
to exchange their Consideration Shares for cash (equivalent 
Cash Consideration they would have received if they were an 
Exiting AIB Shareholder), provided (i) they inform the Offer 
Manager in writing, within a period of 30 calendar days from 



the Offer Closing Date and (ii) such Consideration Shares are 
unencumbered 
 

4. Any cash dividends received will be passed on to the 
Beneficial Owners except for share dividends which will be 
held and sold by the Trust. 
 

5. Accordingly, the Trust is envisaged to liquidate once it sells 
all the shares in OAB. 

 
6. This Trust will be administered by U Capital. 

 
  

 
  



INDICATIVE TIMELINE  
 

# Description Date 

1 Offer Announcement 17 June 2020 

2 Offer Document sent out to AIB board of directors and shareholders 24 June 2020 

3 The Offer Period opens 24 June 2020 

4 Upon, and subject to, OAB receiving Acceptance Forms from AIB Shareholders 
holding at least 90 per cent of the shares in AIB, OAB will notify the CMA and the 
MSM of the same and issue an announcement   

24 June 2020 

5 The Offer Period closes 28 June 2020 

6 OAB to issue the Consideration Shares and the Trust to pay the Cash 
Consideration 

30 June 2020 

7 OAB acquires remaining shares - Compulsory Acquisition 30 June 2020 

8 The Trust Share Swap takes place  30 June 2020 

9 The AIB Delisting takes place 06 July 2020 

10 Enter into Al Yusr SPA 06 July 2020 

11 Submit application to the CMA for the OAB Listing  06 July 2020 

12 Last date for eligible individual (non-juristic) AIB Shareholders who were subject 
to Compulsory Acquisition to inform the Offer Manager in writing seeking cash 
equivalent  

28 July 2020 

Note: The above timeline is indicative only and may be subject to change, following review, input, and approval from the 
Competent Authorities, and is further subject to the non-objection of the creditors of AIB during the AIB Delisting (as per the 
Commercial Companies Law). 
 

  



ACCEPTANCE OF OFFER – TERMS, CONDITIONS, & PROCEDURE 
 
 

Considerations based 
on prevailing COVID-19 
situation and resultant 
lockdowns 

- Only electronic copy of this announcement and Offer Document will 
be emailed based on MCDC data and also be available on OAB, 
OMINVEST and AIB websites. 

- Submission of Acceptance for the Offer;   
o the shareholder can send their acceptance through email to 

U Capital; 
o shareholders should also contact Offer Manager to register 

and/or verify their contact details. 
 

Acceptance Form The acceptance form to be used by AIB Shareholders to submit their 
acceptance of the Offer to either receive Consideration Shares or Cash 
Consideration pursuant to the terms of the Offer Document. These forms will 
be sent to each AIB Shareholder through email.   

Procedure for 
acceptance of offer by 
shareholder of the 
Target Company 

1. In order to accept the Offer, the shareholders are required to;  
 

i. send the Acceptance Form duly completed and signed, delivered to 
U Capital Office located in OMINVEST Business Center, PH Level, 
Building no. 95, Way no. 501, Airport Heights,  
 

or alternatively, 
 

ii. the Shareholder can send an email providing their selected option 
clearly,  
 
along with the requisite documents (as set out below) on or before 
2 pm, 28th June 2020 (Offer Closing Date) . Please ensure that the 
Acceptance Form / Email clearly specify Consideration Shares or 
Cash Consideration.  

 
2. Completed Acceptance Form / Email once submitted cannot be revoked 

by shareholders. 
 

3. The Offer will remain open for acceptance for three (3) working days 
starting from 24th June 2020 to 28th June 2020 (both days inclusive), 
during business hours i.e. 8 am – 2 pm. Acceptances received after 
working hours on Offer Closing Date shall not be entertained.  
 



Required Documents Letter/form of acceptance furnished by the shareholder(s) without the 
requisite documents may be rejected by the Offer Manager as being 
incomplete and invalid. 
 
The Letter/form of acceptance must be accompanied by the following 
documents:  
 
For Individual Applicants:  

- A copy of Omani ID for Omani Shareholders and Passport copy for 
Non-Omani Shareholders,  

- Birth Certificate of the minor shareholder, if father is accepting on 
behalf of his minor children.  

- A copy of valid power of attorney duly endorsed by the competent 
legal authorities must be included in the event the acceptance is on 
behalf of another person (with the exception of an acceptance made 
by a father on behalf of his minor children) 
   

For Corporate Applicants:  
- Card of signatories,  
- a certified copy of board resolution authorizing persons to accept the 

Offer with specimen signatures of such authorized persons,  
 

Acceptance by OAB The acceptance by OAB of the AIB shares tendered by the AIB shareholders 
and settlement is subject to the following conditions: 
- The Offer receives the minimum threshold acceptance (90 per cent. of 

AIB shareholdings) 
- Approval of the Capital Market Authority (“CMA”) for the final Offer 

result. 
- The settlement for the tendered shares does not contravene any 

Applicable Laws / Regulation 
- The letter/form of acceptance being duly and validly completed along 

with the required documents and submitted to the Offer Manager on or 
before the Offer Closing Date. 

- The person accepting the Offer is a valid AIB shareholder.  
- OAB and the Trust not withdrawing the Offer in accordance with the 

provisions of the Regulation. 
 



Payment to eligible 
shareholders opting for 
Cash Consideration 
within Offer Period or 
during the 30 days’ 
period post Offer close 
for non-responding / 
non-continuing 
shareholders squeezed 
out through 
Compulsory Acquisition 
 

Upon receipt of valid letter/form of acceptance along with the requisite 
documents and subject to satisfactory verification, the Offer Manager will 
notify the eligible shareholders regarding acceptance of the tender and 
arrange to make payment by bank draft/pay order/cheque/bank transfer in 
favor of the shareholder within 10 (ten) days of the Offer Closing Date. No 
interest, mark-up, surcharge or other increment will be payable for any cause 
or reason on the aggregate price for the shares purchased by the Trust from 
any shareholder for any cause or reason. 
 

Issue of OAB shares to 
eligible shareholders 
opting for 
Consideration Shares  

Upon receipt of valid Acceptance Form along with the requisite documents 
and subject to satisfactory verification, the Offer Manager will announce the 
Offer results. OAB shall arrange to issue the shares and MCDC will credit the 
shares to securities accounts of respective shareholders, within 10 (ten) days 
of the Offer Closing Date.   
 

 
  



OFFER RELATED PARTIES & CONTACT PERSONS  
 

Offeror Oman Arab Bank SAOC 
Contact:  Rashad Al Musafir 
  Chief Executive Officer 
  PO Box 2010, PC 112, Ruwi, Sultanate of Oman 
  Tel: 24754101 
  Email:  Rashad.Al-Musafir@oman-arabbank.com /   
   oabceo@oman-arabbank.com 
 

Person acting in 
concert / participation 

Trust with OMINVEST and Arab Bank PLC as beneficial owners and U Capital 
as Trustee 
Contact:  Lo’ai B. Bataineh 
  Chief Executive Officer 
  PO Box 1137, PC 111, CPO, Sultanate of Oman 
  Tel: +968 24 949 010 
  Email: l.bataineh@u-capital.net  
 

Target Company  Shareholders of Alizz Islamic Bank SAOG 
Contact:  Faisal Zakaria  
  Chief Financial Officer 
  Alizz Tower, PO Box 753, PC112, Ruwi, Muscat, Oman 
  Tel: 2477 5534 
  Email: Faisal.Zakaria@alizzislamic.com    
 

Offer Manager Ubhar Capital SAOC 
Contact:  Lo’ai B. Bataineh 
  Chief Executive Officer 
  PO Box 1137, PC 111, CPO, Sultanate of Oman 
  Tel: +968 24 949 010 
  Email: l.bataineh@u-capital.net  
 

Legal Advisor to the 
Offeror 

Dentons & Co Oman Branch Legal Consultants 
Contact:  Nick Simpson 
  Partner 
  PO Box 3552, PC 112, Ruwi, Sultanate of Oman 
  Tel: +968 24 573 000 
  Email: Nick.Simpson@Dentons.com  
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